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Modeling substorm dynamics of the magnetosphere: From self-organization and self-organized
criticality to nonequilibrium phase transitions
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Earth’s magnetosphere during substorms exhibits a number of characteristic features such as the signatures
of low effective dimension, hysteresis, and power-law spectra of fluctuations on different scales. The largest
substorm phenomena are in reasonable agreement with low-dimensional magnetospheric models and in par-
ticular those of inverse bifurcation. However, deviations from the low-dimensional picture are also quite
considerable, making the nonequilibrium phase transition more appropriate as a dynamical analog of the
substorm activity. On the other hand, the multiscale magnetospheric dynamics cannot be limited to the features
of self-organized criticality~SOC!, which is based on a class of mathematical analogs of sandpiles. Like real
sandpiles, during substorms the magnetosphere demonstrates features, that are distinct from SOC and are
closer to those of conventional phase transitions. While the multiscale substorm activity resembles second-
order phase transitions, the largest substorm avalanches are shown to reveal the features of first-order non-
equilibrium transitions including hysteresis phenomena and a global structure of the type of a temperature-
pressure-density diagram. Moreover, this diagram allows one to find a critical exponent, that reflects the
multiscale aspect of the substorm activity, different from the power-law frequency and scale spectra of autono-
mous systems, although quite consistent with second-order phase transitions. In contrast to SOC exponents,
this exponent relates input and output parameters of the magnetosphere. Using an analogy to the dynamical
Ising model in the mean-field approximation, we show the connection between the data-derived exponent of
nonequilibrium transitions in the magnetosphere and the standard critical exponentb of equilibrium second-
order phase transitions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.016116 PACS number~s!: 89.75.Fb, 94.30.Lr, 68.18.Jk, 05.45.Tp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Earth’s magnetosphere is a huge cavity created by
magnetic field of our planet in the flow of the plasma comi
from the Sun~solar wind!. Part of the solar wind energ
penetrates this cavity due mainly to the reconnection of
magnetic field lines at the magnetopause, accumulates t
and is then suddenly released@1,2#. The most strongly pro-
nounced phenomena associated with these storage an
lease processes are called magnetospheric substorms.
have their typical time scale~several hours!, well-defined
separate phases~growth, expansion, and recovery!, and dis-
tinctive signatures: ground based~marked by a definite leve
of the so-called auroral indices!, near Earth~aurora brighten-
ing!, and global~formation and tearing of a huge drop o
magnetized plasma, or plasmoid, in the tail of the magne
sphere!. There are also manifestations of the magnetosph
activity on other temporal scales, both smaller@pseudobreak-
ups, magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! turbulence, current dis
ruption phenomena# and larger~convection bays, magneto
spheric storms!. The magnetosphere is usually far fro
equilibrium because of the persistent external driving by
turbulent solar wind as well as its own inherently unsta
plasma. One of the most distinctive signatures of this out
equilibrium state is the variable asymmetric shape of
magnetosphere with the long~around 100 Earth radii! night-
side magnetotail region compared to the relatively sh
~around 10 Earth radii! day-side magnetosphere. Althoug
1063-651X/2001/65~1!/016116~11!/$20.00 65 0161
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this configuration changes drastically during storms and s
storms, it always remains highly stretched in the direct
away from the Sun. Out-of-equilibrium signatures on les
scales are conventional MHD turbulence@3,4#, specific inter-
mittent energy transport phenomena known as ‘‘bursty b
flows’’ @5#, and non-Maxwellian particle distributions@6#.
Thus Earth’s magnetosphere represents an open~input-
output! spatially extended nonequilibrium system, which,
one hand, is well organized in space and time, and, on
other hand, manifests its activity over many different spa
and temporal scales. This system has been carefully stu
for a long time using data from both ground stations a
spacecraft missions. It is believed that some of these res
may be discussed in a more general context as they re
the important features of open spatially extended systems
from equilibrium, which are closely related to concepts no
extensively studied in many other branches of science.

A. Self-organization

A considerable group of models of magnetosphere beh
ior during substorms is based on the assumption of its glo
coherence. In particular, the near-Earth neutral line mo
@7,8# explains substorms by the formation of theX line in the
magnetic field structure on the night side of the magne
sphere relatively close to the Earth. This process impulsiv
resolves the imbalance between the rates of reconnectio
the day-side magnetopause and the distant neutral line, l
©2001 The American Physical Society16-1
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ing to the accumulation of magnetic flux in the tail and
stretching. The consequences of the near-Earth neutral
formation are twofold. First, it results in the formation of
plasmoid and its ejection in the direction away from the S
On the other hand, it provides a sudden shrinking of
earthward part of the tail and generation of hot earthw
plasma flows in that shrinking part, leading to sudden brig
enings of the polar aurora. These key features of the glo
organized behavior of the magnetosphere during substo
have been convincingly confirmed by direct spacecraft m
surements including the recent observations by the Inter
and Geotail experiments@9–11#. It is tempting therefore to
substantiate this organized substorm dynamics on more
orous mathematical grounds, using in particular mod
techniques of data processing and phase space reconstru
@12#. The original idea was to assess the effective dimens
of the magnetosphere as a dynamical system in a ma
used for many other real systems and nonlinear dynam
models@13#. It was based on the assumption that a cons
erable part of the complexity of the system behavior is due
the nonlinear dynamics of a few major degrees of freed
~dynamical chaos! and thus the number of these degrees
freedom can be estimated using time delay embedding@12#.
Earlier studies@14–19# have actually given clear evidence
the low effective dimension of the magnetosphere. Mo
over, further elaboration of this hypothesis has resulted
creating very efficient space weather forecasting tools@20#
using local-linear autoregressive moving-average filters@21#
and data-derived analogs@22#, as well as analog models tha
explicitly utilize and extend the picture of the magnetosph
as a dripping faucet@23–25#.

However, the subsequent analysis@26,27# has cast doub
on this evidence of self-organization in the magnetospher
has been found, in particular, that the use of a more ap
priate modified correlation integral@28# to assess the effec
tive dimension of the magnetosphere may not reveal
finite value of this dimension. Moreover, the data we
shown to share many properties with the colored noise
put of a high-dimensional stochastic process. It turned
eventually that the magnetospheric activity might be
plained on a basis different from the hypotheses of s
organization and dynamical chaos, namely, as a manife
tion of multifractal behavior generated by intermitte
processes@29# or turbulence@4,30#, or as a colored noise
produced by a specific class of cellular automata@31#.

B. Self-organized criticality

The idea of using cellular automata to model the m
netospheric activity became popular as observations sho
scale-invariant features with a considerable range of sca
It was discovered in particular that the spectra of the m
netic field fluctuations in the tail current sheet@32–35# and
those of the auroral indices@27#, as well as the probability
distributions of auroral blobs@36#, obey power laws. The
first evidence of scale invariance in the energy releases
ing substorms was noted in the form of the power-law bu
size distribution of the AE index@31#. It has been conjec
tured @37,31,38–41# that, like other avalanche process
01611
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in natural systems such as earthquakes@42# and forest fires
@43#, the activity of the magnetosphere represents s
organized criticality~SOC! @44,45#. According to the original
definition of SOC given in Ref.@44#, it differs from the usual
criticality, viz., the scale-invariant behavior exhibited by sy
tems near the point of a second-order phase transi
@46,47#, in that the SOC critical point is an attractor of th
dynamics. This kind of criticality arises spontaneously a
requires no tuning of the system parameters. Taking exp
itly into account the large number of degrees of freedom
the system and their interactions on different scales, the S
concept seems essentially to complement that of s
organization in modeling open, spatially extended syste
The best-known model of substorms, which emphasizes
multiscale SOC-like aspects of the magnetospheric activ
is the so-called current disruption model@48#. This model is
based on the fact that the substorm often starts from a b
of plasma turbulence and the corresponding partial disr
tion of the cross-tail current in the near-Earth region. Th
the global tail reconfiguration including the formation of th
X line arises as a macroscopic consequence~inverse cascade!
of this relatively small-scale process@49#.

However, it is already known that the SOC approa
alone cannot describe the whole variety of magnetosph
phenomena. Violations of SOC behavior are detected in
servations of particle injections in the near-Earth magne
sphere during substorms@50,51# as well as in the conse
quences of such injections in the form of VLF whistler mo
noise~the so-called substorm-related chorus events! @52#. It
has been shown in particular that the intensity and the in
substorm interval for one-half of the substorms have a pr
ability distribution with a well-defined mean@53# ~for more
details on the functional form of the distributions, see Re
@50,51#!. Another distinctive non-SOC feature of substorm
is their global spatial coherence, exemplified by plasmo
major substorm current systems, and their rather reg
changes recurring in every substorm cycle~see, for instance
Ref. @8#!. The simplest mathematical analogs of sandpiles
too simplified to capture this coherent behavior of the m
netosphere as well as its specific features mentioned ab

Another reason forcing us to go beyond SOC is that, c
trary to many other SOC prototypes, Earth’s magnetosph
is essentially nonautonomous. The solar wind input in
magnetosphere is by no means steady, and periods of
stant loading, usually connected with the southward orien
tion of the interplanetary magnetic field~IMF!, which might
actually resemble the flow of sand onto a pile, are of
replaced by periods of practically no loading~northward
IMF! or nonsteady input due to the transition of IMF shock
To better understand the most appropriate analog of the m
netospheric dynamics it is necessary to take into acco
both the output of the magnetosphere and its input. This
become quite clear as a result of attempts to create prac
prediction tools of the substorm activity@21#. Even simple
linear input-output filters predict a considerable portion
the activity ~much more than the extrapolation of the outp
alone! @54#. The prediction accuracy as well as the length
prediction can be further increased by using local-linear
ters with autoregression@21#.
6-2
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II. DYNAMICAL PICTURE EMERGING
FROM THE INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS

A. Input and output data

The activity of the magnetosphere on substorm ti
scales is usually measured in terms of the so-called aur
indicesAL, AE, AU, and others@55#. They are computed
using measurements by ground magnetometers and pro
very long~essentially continuous for many years! records of
magnetic field variations associated with the activity in t
near-Earth space. The correlated input-output data sets
compiled using the input~solar wind! data provided by
spacecraft missions like WIND@56# or ACE @57#. A widely
used substorm data set@54# consists of 34 intervals~each
1–2 days in length with 2.5 min resolution! of simulta-
neously measured input and output data arranged in ord
increasing activity of the magnetosphere. An example of d
representing typical substorm activations is shown in Fig
The output is represented there by the auroral index AL~the
details of the computation of the index may be found,
instance, in@55#!. The input is characterized by thez com-
ponent of the interplanetary magnetic fieldBz and the com-
ponentv of the solar wind bulk velocity along the Sun-Ear
axis. These parameters are often used to form the pro
vBs , where Bs is the south component of the IMF (Bs

52Bz whereBz,0 andBs50 elsewhere!. This combina-
tion is proportional to the inductive electric field generat
by the solar wind flow near the day-side magnetopau
when the direction of the IMF is favorable for reconnecti
with the northward magnetic field at the day-side magne
sphere (Bz,0). As presented below, the combined para
eter vBs is quite similar to the temperature differenceTc

2T below the critical pointT5Tc . We consider in the fol-
lowing largely a subset of the data@54#, containing the first
20 intervals corresponding to low and medium activity of t
magnetosphere.

FIG. 1. Example of the input-output substorm data~the second
interval of the data set@54#! normalized by the corresponding sta
dard deviations.
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B. Input-output analysis

The reconstruction of the geometry of the dynamics fro
a limited number of time series is based on the idea of ti
delay embedding@58#. We will use in particular singular
spectrum analysis~SSA! @59#. In this technique a time delay
is introduced to construct a multidimensional space from
original time series. Then the resulting extended set of
time series data is sorted to reveal their linear combinatio
which are most essential to reproduce the dynamics of
system. SSA can also be generalized to the case of in
output systems as described below.

SSA is based on the singular-value decomposition~SVD!
~e.g.,@60#! of the so-called trajectory matrixY, which for the
given input and output can be presented in the form of
time series of 2m-dimensional vectors

Y i5$O~ t i !, . . . ,O„t i2~m21!t…;I ~ t i !, . . . ,

I „t i2~m21!t…%, ~2.1!

whereO(t i) is the AL index characterizing the state of th
magnetosphere att5t i ~output parameter!, while the input
I (t i)52v(t i)Bs(t i). The time delayt is 2.5 min corre-
sponding to the given temporal resolution of the data and
value of the embedding dimensionm532 is chosen to pro-
vide a total delayDt580 min comparable to the typica
largest substorm scales.

The SVD of the matrixY,

Y5UWVT, ~2.2!

provides the expansion of this matrix into a series of proj
tions

Pi[Uiwi5~YV ! i ~2.3!

corresponding to different eigenvalueswi of the appropriate
2m32m covariance matrixYTY. One of the ideas behind
the original~autonomous! of version SSA@59# was the hy-
pothesis of the ‘‘noise floor,’’ viz., the threshold magnitud
wf l of SSA eigenvalues, which is much less than maxwi
@wfl ; most of the eigenvalues lie below this threshold,wi
,wf l . Then the number of eigenvalues withwi.wf l is an
estimate of the effective dimension of the system. Howev
being a linear technique, SSA is indicative only of a dime
sion assessment. Moreover, in many realistic cases the
spectrum has a well-expressed power-law shape assumin
floor at all. This occurs, in particular, for the subset of t
first 20 intervals of the data set@54# as shown in Fig. 2.
Similar results have been obtained for different subsets
that set including the high-activity region@61#.

Nevertheless, a limited number of SSA projections m
serve as a good approximation of the system based on
following arguments. Let us consider the task of predicti
AL index based on the given data set and taking into acco
the effects of autoregression. It is reduced to finding the b
fit F in the equation

F•Yk5O~ tk11![Ok , k51, . . . ,Nf . ~2.4!

The number of fitting equationsNf is either comparable to
the number of points in the data set in the case of glo
6-3
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linear fitting or much less than that number in the case
local-linear~nonlinear! fitting. It is known that just SSA ap-
plied to Y provides the best linear least-squares fit in t
case@60#. In other words, the formula

Fapr5V•@1/wi #•~UT
•O!, ~2.5!

where the sum overi is limited by a small number of the
largestwi , yields in most cases the best fit forF. This feature
of SSA/SVD procedures allows one to obtain a reasona
image of the system in the space of a relatively small dim
sion corresponding to the few largest SSA eigenvalu
Eventually, SSA determines which specific linear combin
tions of the extended original set of variables are most
propriate for creating a finite-dimensional image of the s
tem’s dynamics.

C. First-order phase transitions

Figures 3–5 represent the set of three eigenvec
Vi , i 51,2,3, corresponding to the three largest SSA eig
valueswi , and the approximation of the global dynamics
the magnetosphere by the two-dimensional,~2D! surface in
3D space determined by these eigenvectors. This choic
the embedded 3D space as well as the approximating
manifold is not arbitrary. It is based on a direct assessmen
the dimension of the system in the space of higher dim
sions @61#, which while not completely conclusive~as the
dimension is not sustained for relatively small scales! is valid
on the largest scales.

The eigenvectors in Fig. 3 are not the immediate outco
of the SVD routine. An additional rotation has been made
the chosen 3D subspace of the main eigenvectors to ob
the best image of the substorm dynamics, which is also m
suitable for interpretation and comparison to other syste
~The description of the specific rotation algorithm, quanti
tive parameters, and criteria may be found in@61#.! The com-
parison of the first eigenvectorVi plotted in Fig. 3~a! with
Eqs.~2.1! and~2.3!, which define the trajectory matrixY and
projectionsPi , shows that this eigenvector formsP1 by ex-

FIG. 2. Singular spectrum of theAL index obtained using the
first 20 intervals of the data set@54#. Inset shows the same spectru
on a log-log scale. Dashed line reflects the specific power
wi} i 21.
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tracting from the data largely the time-integrated parame
vBs , the input parameter of the system. The second pro
tion P2, according to Fig. 3~b!, reflects mainly the outputAL
averaged over time in a similar manner. Figure 3~c! shows
that the third dynamical variableP3 is constructed likeP1
largely of the input time seriesvBs . However, in contrast to
P1, it is roughly proportional to the time derivative ofvBs
or, to be more precise, the appropriate finite difference
tween a nearly immediate value ofvBs and its value taken
approximately one hour earlier.P1 and P3 may be treated
therefore as independent dynamical variables like the ge
alized coordinate and momentum of the system.

The average evolution of the system on the plane of
two main SSA componentsP2 and P1 corresponding to the
eigenvectorsV2 and V1, representing the input and outpu
respectively, is shown in Fig. 4. The circulation flows give
by dP2 /dt and dP1 /dt are represented by the arrows. Th
third reconstructed coordinateP3 is gray scaled. Surface ap

w

FIG. 3. Eigenvectors corresponding to the three largest eig
values from Fig. 2. According to Eq.~2.1!, the integer parameterj
enumerates the delayed outputsAL as long asj <m532 ~gray
shading!, while the delayed input part2vBs of the trajectory ma-
trix ~2.1! is indexed by the parameterj 5m1k with k>1 ~black
shading! and maxj52m.
6-4
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FIG. 4. Two-dimensional sur-
face approximating the dynamic
of the magnetosphere in the sub
space created by the eigenvecto
shown in Fig. 3. Arrows show the
data-derived circulation flows o
the system.
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proximation has been performed using the standard trian
lation procedure, which is described in detail in@61#. Figure
5 reflects nearly the same dynamical picture as shown in
4 ~only hysteresis events are deliberately excluded and
cussed below separately! on the plane (P3 ,P1), with P2 be-
ing gray scaled. The substorm cycle starts from an incre
of the variableP1 at constant~nearly zero! output P2 ~left
part of Fig. 4!, which corresponds to the so-called grow
phase of substorms@1#. During this phase the third principa
componentP3 first increases and then decreases to ne
zero level~right part of Fig. 5!. Then the output componen
P2 falls from zero down to large negative values at nea
constant input parametersP1 and P2 ~upper part of Fig. 4;
the anomalous phenomenon inside the white frame is
cussed below!. This corresponds to the so-called substo
01611
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expansion phase. The restoration of the system to the orig
state, corresponding to motion toward the left bottom cor
in Fig. 4, involves the decrease ofP1 and2P2, which is first
accompanied by further decrease ofP3 followed by the res-
toration of this parameter to zero~left part of Fig. 5!. This
stage is usually called the recovery phase in the subst
phenomenology.

This picture of the magnetosphere’s evolution during s
storms has been inferred from the data@54# on the basis of its
dimension assessment and small~around 10–20 %@61#! rela-
tive deviation of the actual trajectories of the system in
space from the approximating 2D surface. The SSA its
was used in this procedure to reveal three specific domin
directions in the original multidimensional phase space r
resenting the input-output dynamical relationship. Both
e

FIG. 5. Surface-flow approxi-

mation of the magnetospher
similar to Fig. 4 with different ba-
sis plane (P3 ,2P1) and excluded
hysteresis intervals.
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surface itself and the corresponding circulation flows tu
out to be surprisingly close to a very simple low-dimensio
scheme of the magnetospheric substorm as a cusp cata
phe ~inverse bifurcation! first proposed by Lewis@62# and
illustrated in Fig. 6. In this model the dynamics of the ma
netosphere is described by the following evolution equat
for the state parameterz:

dz

dt
52

]U~z,c1 ,c2!

]z
, ~2.6!

where the effective potential

U~z,c1 ,c2!5z412c1z214c2z ~2.7!

has two control parametersc1 andc2. These parameters con
trol the quasistatic changes ofz, which are possible as lon
as the condition]U(z,c1 ,c2)/]z50 is satisfied. This condi-
tion determines the folded surface drawn in Fig. 6. The s
parameter in the model@62# is the night-side magnetic field
orientation. The first control parameter isc1
52(open) flux1const, which resembles the parame
(2P1). The second control parameterc25@(night-side)
2(day-side)# reconnection rate is very much like the para
eter2P3 because, according to Fig. 3~c!, P3 represents the
difference between the immediate dayside reconnection
which is proportional tovBs @positive black bay in Fig. 3~c!#
and its delayed value~negative black bay!, with the delay
being comparable to the time of signal propagation from
subsolar magnetopause to the distant neutral line. Thi
why the negative black bay in Fig. 3~c! extracts from the
AL-vBs time series a parameter that mimics the night-s
reconnection rate in spite of the fact that this parameter is
directly measured. The potential~2.7! may have either one o
two minima corresponding to different equilibrium states
the system. The onset of the substorm is represented
local fold catastrophe arising due to the disappearance o

FIG. 6. Hypothetical cusp catastrophe manifold that was
pected to approximate the substorm dynamics of the magnetosp
according to the model@62#. The evolution of an isolated substorm
is shown by dashed arrows.
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upper potential minimum. Figure 6 also shows a typical s
storm cycle including the growth, onset, and recovery pha
suggested in the model@62#.

This resemblance to the model@62# persists in some more
details. In particular, the catastrophe scenario implies that
rate of decrease of the parameterP2 must be largest in the
left upper sector of Fig. 4 because the region of the m
pronounced catastrophic changes is expected just in this
of the phase space. This expectation is confirmed by m
ping the parameterdP2 /dt on the same surface (P2 ,P1)
@61#. Another feature of the catastrophe scenario is the h
teresis phenomenon marked by the white frame in Fig
Here, in the vicinity of the local fold catastrophe, the sam
set of input parametersP1 andP3 results in different values
of the outputP2 depending on the history of the system
Note that the hysteresis prevents one-to-one surface plo
in Fig. 5. This becomes possible only after removing t
appropriate~and rather rare! hysteresis episodes from th
original data set.

Figures 4 and 5 clearly show that the evolution of t
magnetosphere on the largest scales is quite regular. It is
particularly well from the circulation flows in Fig. 4 and th
surface approximation in Fig. 5, which resembles t
temperature-pressure-density~TPD! diagram of equilibrium
phase transitions@46#, although the latter simplification o
the actual dynamical picture requires the elimination of h
teresis episodes. However, the analysis of the data using
@54# reveals also significant deviations from the ide
bifurcation/catastrophe picture@63,64#, associated with the
finite rates of driving and evolution. In particular, the cle
TPD structure gradually disappears with increase of the
erage activity level@61#, presumably because of ‘‘tunneling
transitions through the effective potential well associa
with the local fold catastrophe. But there are also deviatio
that cannot be described by merely dynamical effects. F
the dimension is not clear for smaller scales~less than;1/20
of the largest scale!. Second, the power-law SSA spectru
itself does not at all imply that the number of essential pr
cipal components that are necessary to reveal the main
namical features is 3 or even some larger but finite numb

We offer, however, another interpretation of the abo
data, which accounts for these deviations. As was con
tured in@61#, the same catastrophelike picture and multisc
features may be created by dynamical phase transitions.
above bifurcation/catastrophe picture then turns out to be
one aspect of a more general phenomenon. This aspe
associated with first-order dynamical phase transitions, w
the deviations from the ideal catastrophe picture may be
plained by second-order phase transitions near the cri
point. Moreover, this first-order phase transition picture s
gests the location of the critical point, which can then
used to obtain the appropriate critical exponents@46,65#.

D. Criticality

Self-organized criticality models, which represent syste
where the input is not essential because of self-tuning pr
erties, provide only one class of critical exponents that re
some parameter of the system such as the energy releas
the spatial scale or the characteristic frequency@45#. In con-

-
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MODELING SUBSTORM DYNAMICS OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016116
trast to this rather peculiar critical behavior, general seco
order phase transitions have at least one more class of cr
exponent that relates the input parameter of the system~such
as magnetic field or temperature! to its output~magnetization
or density! @46#. The data-derived image of substorms
phase transitions provides an interesting opportunity to ch
whether we are dealing with second-order phase transit
or with the SOC phenomenon.

The problem of finding the critical exponents other th
simple frequency or size distributions is complicated, ho
ever, because of the dynamical and nonequilibrium chara
of the corresponding transitions. In particular, the hypoth
cal coexistence curve~Fig. 7!, which is often used in the
equilibrium case to assess the exponentb @46#, cannot be
used in our case because of a number of hysteresis phe
ena associated with ‘‘overheated’’ and ‘‘overcooled’’ states
the magnetosphere@61#. Moreover, even the spinodal curv
which explicitly takes into account these metastable ov
heated and overcooled states~see, for instance,@66#!, cannot
be identified in our case because of the finite and varying
of the external driving. Nevertheless, an exponent simila
the classicalb exponent can be proposed and inferred fro
the data. This is the exponentb* , which relates the envelop
of the output variation rate during the transition to the co
ventional input parameter. To reveal the relationship betw
these two exponents let us consider a simple model of
namical phase transitions, namely, the Ising model in
mean-field approximation@67#:

dm~ t !

dt
52m~ t !1tanh$@m~ t !1H~ t !#/T%. ~2.8!

This equation describes the time evolution of the dimensi
less magnetizationm, which is controlled by the impose
magnetic fieldH and the temperatureT of the system. The
critical point in the space (T,H,m) is (1,0,0), and the spin

FIG. 7. Mean-field picture of the dynamical phase transit
according to the Ising model.Dm1 is the change of the magnetiza
tion according to the coexistence~dashed! curve typical for equilib-
rium phase transitions;Dm2 is the appropriate width of the spinoda
~dash-dotted! curve appearing in the nonequilibrium case;Dm3 is
the change of magnetization in the nonequilibrium system evolv
through the marginal stability state under quasistatic evolution
the control parametersH andT.
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odal and coexistence curves are located in the regioT
,Tc51. Equation ~2.8! describes in particular the slow
changes of the state parameterm under quasistatic change
of H andT on the surface:

F~m,T,H !52m~ t !1tanh$@m~ t !1H~ t !#/T%50,
~2.9!

which is similar to the cusp manifold in Fig. 6@in fact, Eq.
~2.8! and Eqs.~2.6!,~2.7! belong to the same class of evolu
tion equations representing cusp catastrophes#. The system
evolves on the manifold as the trajectory moves from
lower to the upper level following a path away from the fol
Once in the upper part, the system approaches the fold
gion, at the level of the spinodal curve it leaves the surfa
~2.9!. The change of the parameterdm/dt during this dy-
namical transition is determined by Eq.~2.8!. Assuming that
the change ofm during the transition is fast compared to th
changes in the parametersH and T, one can show that the
ratedm/dt actually has an envelope in this interval given
the equation]F(m,T,H)/]m50. Let this envelope be the
maximum. Then one considers only the transitions with
increase of magnetization. This maximumvmax of the rate
dm/dt can be found using the expansion ofF in a power
series with respect to (m1H)/T close to the critical point
T→1 with T,0,

vmax5max$dm/dt%'2~T/A3!~12T!3/2, ~2.10!

while the ‘‘height’’ of the transition along the directionm
~the parameterDm3 in Fig. 7! may be assessed as

Dm3'TA3~12T!. ~2.11!

Similarly, one can verify that close to the critical poin
Dm1}Dm3. As a result, the appropriate maximum value
velocity vmax is connected to the magnetization as

vmax}~Dm3!3}~Dm1!3. ~2.12!

@Note that for the other, non-phase-transition-like class
potential models governed by the equation, withd2m/dt2

instead ofdm/dt in the left hand side of Eq.~2.8!, the expo-
nent in Eq.~2.12! would be equal to 2.# Then the exponen
that relates the velocity envelope to the input~the magnetic
field!,

vmax}~12T!b
* , ~2.13!

turns out to be connected@in the mean-field approximation
~2.8!# to the standard critical exponentb @46# in the relation
Dm1}(12T)b as

b5b* /3. ~2.14!

As one can see from Fig. 8, the envelopes of the velo
time seriesv(t i)5dP2 /dt do actually exist. However, they
turn out to be qualitatively different for positive and negati
values of the parameterdP2 /dt. While the envelope of posi-
tive dP2 /dt, corresponding to the recovery phase of su
storms, essentially coincides with a straight line, the array
negativedP2 /dt, corresponding to the expansion phase
substorms~decrease of theAL index!, has a curved enve
lope, which resembles the nonanalytical dependences typ
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of second-order phase transitions. In general the straigh
velope may be slightly inclined with respect to the ordina
axis. However, the three eigenvectors in Fig. 3 and the
responding principal components are determined to wit
the arbitrary rotation in the 3D subspace created by th
eigenvectors, and the specific choice of them reflected
Figs. 3–5 was made after trial and error to get the best
images of the regular low-dimensional aspect of substo
dynamics~Figs. 4 and 5!. These rotational degrees of fre
dom can be used once again to match the straight enve
with the ordinate axis as shown in Fig. 8. In fact, this is
slight adjustment of eigenvectorsV1 and V2 compared to
their original set used in Figs. 3–5. To find the low
~curved! envelope in this figure we binned the data points
the axisP1 into 136 cells on a logarithmic scale and left on
the maximum values of2dP2 /dt in each bin. The result is
shown in Fig. 9. This plot may be approximated by a form
of the type of~2.13!:

max~2dP2 /dt!5C~P1!b
* ~2.15!

with the exponentb* 50.637460.035, which suggests th
existence of the appropriate critical exponentb'0.21. For
comparison, fluids haveb'0.34 @46#, while the critical ex-
ponent obtained from the 3D Ising model using the ren
malization technique isb'0.312 @68#. A more fluidlike re-
sult (b'0.275) can be obtained if the linear fitting of th
plot in Fig. 8 is restricted to only the medium-scale inp
parameter values@0.01, log10(P1),1#. It should be noted
that the relationships~2.10!–~2.13! are obtained under th
mean-field approximation and exponents such as those g
by Eqs.~2.14! would be obtained more appropriately usin
the renormalization-group approach@65#.

The relationship~2.15! drastically differs from the earlie
power-law findings@33,34,31,35,40# because it relates th
state parameter of the system not to the frequency but to
actual control parameter of the system. This is analogou
an equilibrium second-order phase transition, withP2 being
the analog of the density andP1 of the temperature differ-

FIG. 8. Rate of positive and negative changes of the param
P2 as a function ofP1.
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enceTc2T. Also, in contrast to those earlier results but
agreement with the conventional phase transition pictu
this scale-invariant behavior has a well-defined location
the space of control parameters of the system. These con
erations lead to the conclusion that the substorm dynamic
the magnetosphere resembles more the conventional s
first- and second-order phase transitions rather than any s
dard SOC or catastrophe model.

This data-derived picture is essentially consistent with
concept of forced and/or self-organized criticality~FSOC!,
which has been put forward recently in Refs.@69–71# to
generalize the original SOC formulation@44#, as well as the
underlying advanced SOC models@39,41#. The effect of so-
lar wind driving on the scale-free properties of geomagne
activity has also been emphasized in Ref.@72# based on a
comparison of the burst lifetime distributions ofAU and
uALu indices with similar distributions of the solar wind pa
rametersvBs ande @73#. Moreover, it has been conjecture
based on the similarity of the input and output distribution
that the scale-free properties of geomagnetic indices a
from the solar wind and may not be an intrinsic property
the magnetosphere. It appears, however, that in the la
case the critical exponentsb and/orb* would be either in-
teger or relatively simple rational numbers.

III. CONCLUSION

In spite of some favorable evidence such as power-
spectra, effective dimensions and TPD diagrams, nei
SOC nor self-organization models taken separately can
plain the whole variety of the magnetospheric activity
substorm scales. On the other hand, our analysis appea
reveal a more general class of models, which combine th
seemingly incompatible concepts in a consistent man
analogous to the equilibrium phase transition theory@46#. As
we have shown in this paper, the behavior of the Eart
magnetosphere resembles very closely that of real sand
~e.g., Refs.@74,45#!. Both systems reveal scale-invariant b

FIG. 9. Log-log plot of the lower envelope in Fig. 8.
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havior for relatively small avalanches and first-order pha
transition-like behavior for the largest avalanches. Thus
power-law spectra of magnetospheric activity including t
inferred from our SSA are indicative of second-order ph
transitions~in general dynamical and nonequilibrium! rather
than being SOC manifestations. This conjecture is confirm
in this paper by the power-law input-output relationship a
the appropriate critical exponentb* . Using an analogy to
the dynamical Ising model in the mean-field approximatio
we have shown the connection between this data-derived
ponent and the standard critical exponentb of equilibrium
second-order phase transitions, which has no analog in S

In principle, the critical behavior of discrete SOC mode
has already been shown to require external tuning@75#.
However, the situation is much less clear in the case of c
tinuous models@76,77#, and our results provide independe
arguments in favor of a second-order~tuned! critical behav-
ior of the magnetosphere. Note that even the specific loca
of the critical point in our data-derived phase transition p
ture (P15P350) is consistent with the results@75#, and in
particular with the requirement of a small enough rate
which a conserved quantity is added to the system.

Recently, a number of attempts have been made to c
sistently combine global and multiscale aspects of dynam
in modeling dissipative spatially extended nonlinear syste
Some of them~Refs.@39,78,79#! are advanced SOC mode
that describe internal scale-invariant avalanches and sys
wide events distributed around a characteristic mean. Th
models are quite consistent with the data-derived phase
sition picture of substorms presented above, and yet t
seem to somewhat oversimplify the specific features of
global substorm dynamics, including the formation of a pl
moid or first-order phase-transition-like behavior. They a
also essentially autonomous, in contrast to the explicitly n
autonomous behavior of the magnetosphere. A more gen
approach, involving the SOC concept and containing an
plicit description of the global dynamics in a manner close
the mean-field approximation of phase transitions, was p
posed in@80# on the basis of Ginzburg-Landau theory. Th
describes the global behavior in terms of a subcritical bif
cation, while the multiscale dynamics is introduced throug
diffusive relaxation process. A similar and even more rea
tic model, showing both scale-invariant behavior and glo
avalanches with a well-defined mean power, was propose
@81# on the basis of a one-dimensional MHD model of ma
netic field reversal corresponding to the tail region of t
magnetosphere.

The general problem of the conditions under which
may use concepts dealing with equilibrium statistical m
chanics phenomena, like equilibrium phase transitions, to
o

m
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scribe the behavior of an out-of-equilibrium system such
the magnetosphere remains open. One way to resolve it
extend the static equilibrium description in terms of spec
dynamic and nonequilibrium effects such as dynamic criti
exponents and hysteresis@82,66,83#. Another direction is the
inverse dynamical chaos problem@12#. The latter has pro-
vided the techniques of time delay embedding and sing
spectrum analysis to reconstruct a sufficient number of s
tem variables, analogs of the temperature, pressure, and
sity of the equilibrium water-steam system, for the cas
where these variables are either not evident or not availa
because of lack of the appropriate number of original ti
series@14–21,61#. In the case of magnetospheric studies t
has led to the data-derived TPD diagram of the nonequi
rium transitions during magnetospheric substorms, which
cludes hysteresis effects@61#. The third interesting direction
of modeling transitions in nonequilibrium systems is co
nected with SOC and FSOC models with the main emph
on the nonequilibrium modifications of classical critical ph
nomena, their possible self-organization, and the appropr
autonomous scale-free properties of the system. The app
tion of these concepts to the magnetosphere was rece
reviewed in Refs.@70,79#. In this paper we have tried to
combine the approaches of the two first directions mentio
above to distinguish between the SOC regime and th
more resembling FSOC@70#, driven SOC@72#, and second-
order phase transitions. We have shown in particular how
assess the analog of the equilibrium critical exponentb in
the nonequilibrium case. This exponent cannot be obtai
directly in nonequilibrium systems like the Earth’s magne
sphere because of their unsteady loading and hysteresi
fects. Moreover, in contrast to many other nonequilibriu
systems explored~see, for instance, Refs.@83–86#!, the mag-
netosphere cannot be precisely tuned to infer critical ex
nents from the hysteresis properties themselves. This
reason why the rather simple and straightforward appro
proposed in this paper to assess an analog of the cri
exponentb, which allows one in particular to distinguis
between SOC and genuine phase-transition behavior, ma
of interest beyond magnetospheric research. It should be
pecially advantageous when the system allows only pas
observations without any tuning.
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